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next-generation  of digital 
skills assessment and training

www.sophiatesting.com

Assess digital skills of people with high accuracy 
in fully realistic testing environments based on  
highly representative performance tasks

Train their identified gaps efficiently using 
unparalleled Adaptive Training technology

Measure the learning progress by comparing 
skills before / after the training

Connect the dots with performance stats & 
valuable data provided by Sophia

Create custom testing / training scenarios using 
huge item bank full of practical, real-world items

We named her Sophia. She's a unique software being all into 
automated testing & training. Online or offline - 24/7 - Sophia will:
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Contact
Thomas Geretschläger

CEO
Sophia Testing GmbH  |  Wollzeile 1  |  1010 Vienna  I  Austria

tg@sophiatesting.com  | www.sophiatesting.com

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Sophia is the preferred choice when it comes to need for superior assessment and training qualities. 
Unmatched  and  far  ahead of competition, she  works by  issuing   series  of  practical  tasks  requiring the 
candidates  to  actually  perform   real  actions.  Thus   when  compared   to  traditional  systems  based  on 
multiple-choice,  hot-spot  or  drag-and-place items,  assessment reports  delivered   by   Sophia  are  highly 
accurate and truly representative.

She evaluates the performance exactly as  a  professional examiner would  -  by observing the actions taken 
to solve a  particular  task.  But unlike her human counterparts,  she never gets tired,  always stays objective 
and makes no mistakes.

Same  qualities  apply when using   Sophia  for training.  Except  that  she just needs a fraction of costs and 
time  involved  to achieve the same objective  in  comparison  to  human-coach  based or other approaches. 
Even more, Sophia  is  capable of  training  thousands of people simultaneously,  while targeting everyone's 
specific needs precisely & individually.

Sophia  completely redefines the approach to testing & training of digital skills. To illustrate - no person will 
learn  to  walk  by reading  or  choosing the right answers  to  multiple choice,  hot-spot  or drag-and-place 
questions. It  takes  real practice  to acquire  this ability and the same goes for digital skills.  Sophia  cleverly 
combines  the benefits of human-style approach with artificial intelligence to provide the next-generation, 
state of the art solution.

With  a  proven  track record of  more  than  3.5 million  assessments  and trusted by 1800+
customers, all you need is say YES to know her more, Contact us for demos and sales inquiries.
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1 Assessment phase

People are tested in desired skills 
areas by performing tasks in
real  applications. Sophia 
observes their  actions and 
intelligently marks the results.

 

 
 
 

2 Training phase

Identified knowledge gaps form the
training basis adapted for each

 
 

person individually. Learning is
IT Security performed by repeatedly solving

  tasks  the correct way  with help 
and under the guidance of Sophia.

 

3 Re-assessment phase

Previously missing skills from phase 1 
are re-tested again to assure & verify 

learning progress.
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